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The Small
Things
that Shape
Us
One Autumn, when I was six, my brothers and I measured time by
editorial

the rotting corpse of a bull which lay in a little valley that butted up to
Geneseo road. Geneseo winds from California State Highway 46 into
the oak-dotted hills of the Central Coast, into a stretch of land that can’t
decide how much of a desert to be. When the bull-corpse was fresh,
in August, it looked like it could just be sleeping. Come September, it
had begun to swell, and by the first days of Fall, it looked like a weather
balloon dropped down from the clouds, decked with a comical bull’s face
on one side, and tail on the other. Each week, when we’d drive by it on
our way to church, we’d try to guess how much bigger it had grown, or
if it finally had popped. I imagined the bang of that pop, wished that I
could be there to see it. The deflation was not as dramatic as I had hoped.
The skin just sagged again, and scavengers got to it. Eventually I stopped
looking, because all there was to see was a swirled disturbance in the dry
oats. Then, come Spring, no trace. The bones are still there, I’d wager. The
roots of twenty summers have thanked them for their leaching marrow.
There’s no great metaphor coming, in case you’re worried. The bull
doesn’t represent the creative process, nor does the anticipated pop of
puffed hide refer to the fleeting dream of insight. We’re not all rotting
corpses on the oat-carpeted valley of time. Or we are, if you insist. No,
I write about the bull because it is an example of the particularization
of experience. None of us lives life in the generic tense. As Ivan
Karamazov suggests, even our greatest pains are frighteningly particular.
If Californios Review does anything, I hope it gives readers and writers
a glimpse of how the Californian’s life is particularized, how universal
human experiences are given shape by oats and heat and CHP-patrolled
streets.
Also, I write about the bloated bull because at the heart of this issue are
animals: opossums, ticks, vultures, fish. It was Amy Katherine Cannon’s
poem about turkey vultures in particular that made me realize that one
of the most important animals of my childhood was that dead bull and
its slow, expanding afterlife. In the two stories that bookend the issue,
it’s the experience of people—sisters, fleeting acquaintances—that each
author explores. Such experiences get into us, shore up our conceptions
of time and love and memory, make us want to write.
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Where you
go from here
will be you
It was good that you were spending your last Cambodia weekend with us
Susannah

instead of with the missionary types who made you blue.

Luthi
You’d worked hard your last week and you wanted us with you. You
had to seal up all your NGO’s red tape, you had to train your Canadian
replacement, you had to sell your moto; you had to say goodbye to your
favorite orphans—or were they just poor?—and pack for Bulgaria. I don’t
know how long you stayed in Bulgaria. You said you wanted to be in a
place where your religion was more substantial and where people didn’t
cover up its dark side. I remember you saying you hadn’t been drunk so
much in your life as in your first days in Phnom Penh, and actually you’d
been drunk this whole year. Then there was the fancy heroin: you hated
yourself for that too. When Kyle brought a good batch in from his guys at
the docks, you asked to try it and you did, and I was with you and
maybe that’s why you always got that self-conscious snag in your voice
when afterwards you talked to me about your values. The tourists who
cornered street children always made you cry. Amoebas were a problem
for you, too. Sometimes you had to stay in bed for days at a time.
In summary, you’d had a long year and when it was over you came with
us to Chanthosy’s wedding for your goodbye to all of it.
Lars said your problem was you landed here thinking you could fit the
whole country inside you.
You were young. I was young. We faced things in different ways.
You knew Chanthosy through me and the guys from the newspaper.
Chanthosy was one great reporter. She was marrying that tall, thin
Khmer-Chinese man. Remember he had a lazy eye? I can’t remember
what made him the one she liked. He’d done pretty well in the white
NGO world and got some government officials mad at him. That was
probably why she liked him, though I wouldn’t call it “love.” She’d liked
him for a long time before he noticed it and asked her to marry him. And
we all knew she’d do a good job with marriage and we wanted to be there
to see it. So we met up with our guys and bussed to Kampong Cham and
settled into a pearly-tiled, bare hotel with a ghost bar in the lobby.
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The bus had come in late and we had headaches from the road and had
to rush to be ready on time. I had my Hoi An-tailored silk slip and you
had a cotton sheath from a Bangkok mall, and nothing worked for your
sticky hair; or for our make-up, so we went bare except for your red
lipstick and brown eye pencil.
You wrapped a real fat coil of U.S. currency into your purse. It looked
like more than you’d ever spent your whole year in Cambodia.
I told you not to bring all of it.
“I’m pretty sure my landlady steals,” you said. “And I don’t trust hotels
after Kyle was robbed.”
“Put it under the mattress,” I said.
“But it’s my last withdrawal for a long time,” you said. “I hope it’ll be
enough.”
Remember Lars texted us both right then asking if we were ready? Mike
wanted clean shoes so he hired a car to drive us the five blocks to the
wedding.
We saw that the wedding tent had been built as an extension of
Chanthosy’s parents’ house, protected by a temporary mesh fence. We
greeted people we didn’t know. You’d never taken Khmer lessons and I
knew just enough to say nothing much. It was crowded already, women
in ikat silk sarongs and men in shot silk shirts and light trousers. The
chairs were draped with gold lamé and the tables had scarlet cloths and
gilt platters.
“Tasteful,” you said.
Most of what we would do was: sit, drink, eat. There’d already been a
few days of ceremonies tucked away in the house, and with one more
nominal ritual, Chathosy would be all set with her lazy-eyed man and
maybe they’d have kids soon and you and I guessed what kind of house
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Penh like we wouldn’t want to see our friends stuck with for all the years
of their life. For now, she was rouged like a Southeast Asian pop star,
coiffed and jeweled and wound in a gold dress.
“How’d she get into it?” I said.
“She’s so beautiful, though,” you told us.
Remember how Trevor said her fiancée looked like Hun Sen and you said
we were all assholes?
Everyone looked surprised at that because you were always so quiet and
shy. But it was your last week and you would probably never see us again,
so it was the time to call us assholes, maybe.
“You’ll miss us,” Lars said, and flicked his nail-bitten hands past our
soggy faces, and we turned to the ceremony we’d all been ignoring.
Chanthosy’s new husband does look like Hun Sen.
The hired waiters brought us more beer, and rice and roast pig and
curries in clay pots. I can get poetic thinking about the crackling fat
and lemongrass and fish sauce and cardamom. We were boozed up
and blurry and the air felt muddy and we sweated and laughed and
Lars talked about how Hun Sen winked at him one time, and you said,
“Which eye?” and then shut up again.
Remember as the evening went on and everyone except us was dancing?
Sweaty, pocked-up men we didn’t know approached you and me and
tried to talk to us and you smiled with your quiet, blank smile like you
wanted them to go away. The five of us from Phnom Penh just settled
down, needing to get through all the Tiger beer. We reminisced about
Slutty Sara who’d slept with all our guys in her first two weeks and
then left for Dubai; and Elsewhere garden parties where the motodups
squatted outside and played cards and spied on us acting like coked-out
idiots inside the flowered walls; and you almost talked about one of my
episodes with Kyle and instead you said we should have gone to Kep one
more time for the seafood on the beach and those stars.
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You stuttered a little bit trying to say something we’d like and remember
you for, and you always had a hard time making your meaning clear and
we waited for you. You said life here never changed, and it didn’t matter
if you were here a year or ten years or twenty, you would look the same.
Lars said no, you’d look better because humidity kept your skin soft.
You said you would miss the rainy season and running through floods or
watching the banana palms thrashing against buildings. You would miss
how everything was yellow and moldering, you’d miss Vietnamese coffee.
You wouldn’t miss Australian assholes or coconut water or the sharp
ochre stench of the canal in your neighborhood. I remember you said it
was “ochre.”
Then you said: “I’ll miss all of you, even though you corrupted me.”
That was a stupid thing for you to say. Trevor, whose girlfriend was
a prostitute, was a good guy. You liked to gossip about the girlfriend.
Trevor never talked about you! And Trevor was such a romantic. He
wanted to marry her and it was his prostitute’s own mother, the mother
herself, who pimped her and needed the money, and who created all the
problems and barriers. You knew this—that is why it was a stupid thing
for you to say.
“There was nothing to corrupt,” Trevor said. “You were who you are
when you got here.”
You pretended you were drunker than it was possible for you to be—you
had high alcohol tolerance, always saying that was because you were
from Minnesota—and you got up to dance. I went with you, and there we
were, holding hands in a big circle, and the music was shrill and the same
music we’d hated since we landed here and heard it on the buses and at
Karaoke nights, and I said—and I meant it—that I would miss you. You
said: “I’ll miss you, too, and I can’t believe I’m leaving right now. I don’t
want to leave right now.”
“Now’s the same as any other time,” I said. “Nothing’s ever going to
happen around here.”
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We were in the big circle and there was Chanthosy in all her shiny gold
glory and her hair piled up in soft sleek waves, and we were spinning
around her. I was tipsy too and tripped, and then we were back at our
table. It was when Trevor and Mike had left to go smoke out in the street,
and Lars was in the corner talking to Chanthosy’s husband, that you
realized your purse was gone.
You started sobbing; you completely lost it. Some of the guests who
were standing around started to look at you and move away, and Lars
came over with Chanthosy’s husband. Lars always looked out for you,
remember? I explained to him what happened because you were crying
so hard you were choking like a little kid. You looked like a sorority
girl who’s had a long hard night; with your forehead shiny and your eye
pencil streaked down your cheeks.
Chanthosy’s husband asked how much money you’d left in that purse and
you told him $400 and your credit cards, your phone.
He said, “Let me see what I can do.”
“Not at your own wedding,” I said, but you described the purse and
he ran outside through the tent, and was gone for a while. Chanthosy
came over and was so upset. It was her wedding, and she was so upset
about what happened to you. I mean, it did sound like you’d lost a life or
something. I sent her away and stood with you to make you feel better.
“I’ll loan you money for the bus home,” I said. “And it’ll be ok.”
“No,” you said. “No, it won’t be ok.”
Chanthosy’s husband came back with two Kampong Cham policemen,
who asked for a description and the contents of your purse and a
timeline of the vacated table. They left in a flash when you said there was
$400 in it. They were in a big hurry then.
I followed them and this is what happened and I never told you. Here it
is: Three skinny children, who’d probably been nosing outside until you
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left your purse, got chased down and slapped with teak switches, then
bent over and around their own twitching, stringy limbs down into that
red dust. I was there and saw it happen. The dirt plugged their noses and
chapped their tongues and rubbed their chins all raw. Their heads rattled
around against the gravel, and one of the boys clenched his tongue till
blood spurted from his mouth. The policemen kicked them hard to finish
off the job. You should have heard their boots against those little bones.
The police had already got your purse from the kids, was my guess. In
fact, that’s not a guess. They must have got it before I could see with my
slow, drunk eyes. They pocketed the money.
Then the kids: The little girl slipped away first, and the two boys tripped
after her. They probably sneaked down to the river to ooze in the mud.
That’s what I would have done. I would have sneaked away from people
like you and me who just give them grief. I would go deep into the river
and figure out a way to live down there.
The police came back and I followed them in and stood right by you.
They said they’d found the purse but the money was gone.
You said: “Oh, really?”
That’s what you said. Do you remember?
And you got your credit cards back, and even your phone. The SIM card
had been taken, but anyway you didn’t need that. You were going to
Bulgaria.
Chanthosy came over to say nice things to you. I think she knew exactly
what happened. She looked over your head at me and her eyes showed it.
She’s a reporter and she knows what goes on around here.
You and I took a quiet walk back to the hotel, and that night I heard you
not sleeping. On the bus ride home the next morning you said to Lars, “I
always thought I would notice if I did something wrong.”
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You know what? You’d been complimented and sheltered and elevated
and accepted in a country you just wanted to try on. You were still drunk
when you left for Bulgaria. No one told you that you were good: and we’d
shown you real generosity by never putting that burden on you. We’d
done everything we could except shake you and say: “Look at this routed
world we’re in. It’s your fault as well as ours, as well as theirs.”
I miss your sense of loss, and sometimes wonder how you are.
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Sonogram
An SUV at PCH waits for the light
To change, W-O-M-B
Chris

V-W-R spelled on its plate:

Davidson
Womb viewer, room viewer, bomb
Thrower. The driver one assumes
For a job casts waves through walls
To unveil the kid bound
In the swim, quick thumps
Like a wind-up monkey on its drum.
That the heart? Summoning what?
We are coming, fish to Aqua Man
Sang without words, carried in the sea,
The sound waves finding there
An instrument for their energy.
By this, villains are thwarted.
They don’t think so and so
Reflexively light the visco fuse,
Conducted in fluid like the image
A boy! screened beside you
In your temporary gown. You villain!
Your end is even now at hand!
It idles, waiting for the light.
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The Opossum
The opossum in the periphery dodges
Chris

under a bush, like a stiffly jointed cat.

Davidson
In the headlights, once, one faced
the oncoming car with red teeth
bared, beside the carcass of another,
animal struck already waiting fiercely
what won’t be deterred by feigned death.
The glissando of violin strings,
in the studio compressed dense as snowmelt
over rapids, seemed to accompany
that creature’s posture. That was life:
jaws bloody, staring at the killer.
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The Woodtick
The telltale ache inks across your upper arm.
You never forget how it feels, and so don’t hurry
Amy

to find out what you know already.

Katherine
Cannon

You brush your hand upward eventually, slowly,
along your arm to find it. Your skin is hot and flushed
around the small black knot with legs—
six, that twitch. The head is gone, embedded
in your skin. You find a pack of matches, light one.
The tick doubles with shadow, flickers thick and thin.
Blow it out, press the dead, hot head to the insect’s end,
watch it back out slowly—toward the burn, to escape from it—
so you can crush it, watch your own blood run.
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The circle
of turkey
vultures
tightens overhead. You approach the rise, flush a few from the carcass—
Amy

a deer, unlayed to a tangle of sinew and bone.

Katherine
Cannon

The sky is colorless. Its dyes have bled out.
You pant clouds into the cold, think of mountain lions,
unsettle a few bones with your foot. They skitter
down the ridge, catch in some underbrush.
You hug your arms against your sides, feel the prick
of down from your jacket, look up at the pale, unwarming sun.
The vultures have begun to circle again, this time from higher up:
you have stood still too long.
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From the
Heat
That morning Brena had called me from the bathroom with the water
Melissa

running.

Gutierrez
“Come here,” she said. “You have to feel this.”
She was standing on the plastic stool and staring, her hands held inches
from the little perfect waterfall. I couldn’t see the stream but I could feel
it when I peeked over the counter, put my head up near her side.
“This is how hot it’s gonna be outside today,” she said. “You try.”
She left the faucet running and moved backwards off the step. I
scrunched into the corner between the counter and the wall so she could
have more room.
“Go ahead,” she said. “Get up.”
There were rosettes on her jumper. I wanted to poke one for a second,
but she glared at me and motioned up. I stepped up on the stepping stool
and saw me standing in the bathroom mirror. I looked at Brena in the
mirror and it was like she was looking at me somehow, staring right into
my eyes.
“Feel it,” she said.
I already did. It was hotter already standing on the stool. I started
sweating. I held my hands out straight over the sink.
“I feel the steam,” I said. “It’s pretty hot.”
“It’s warm,” she said. “Get closer.”
I lowered my hands down slowly to the water, like it was a crystal ball.
I could feel them getting wetter. I held them where I’d saw her holding
hers, my palms moving inward like it was someone’s cartoon neck and
I was going to choke it. I could feel little tiny drops of water coming off
and hitting on my wrists.
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“That’s hot,” I said. Then Brena reached into the sink and slapped my
hand into the water stream. I took my hand away real quick and slipped
right off the stepping stool
“Ow,” I said. She looked at me.
I grabbed my wrist with the other hand and held it out in front of us.
Most of my thumb and forefinger were red and splotchy. It started
hurting worse. I bit my lip. Brena looked at me, her brow dark even in
those bright vanity lights, like we were camping and she had a flashlight
underneath her chin to tell about a ghost.
“They say it’s hot enough to fry an egg.”
I followed her to the kitchen and held my wrist while she rummaged
through the frigerator.
“Here,” she said, and handed me a tub of shredded cheese. “You can put
your hand in here.”
My hand was pulsing, throbbing, stinging. I took the tub and Brena
pulled the lid off for me and I stuck my fist inside and spread my fingers
out. It felt better, coolor.
“Okay,” she said, and closed the frigerator door. She had a crate of eggs
under her arm with paper-wrapped packages on top, and a plastic pitcher
in her hand. “Come on,” she said.
We stepped outside and she was right—it was a scorcher.
“One hundred twelve,” she said. “Said Mommy. And the newsman.”
We walked out to the street, where there were ribbons and ribbons of
other streets hovering in the air on every side.
“Mirages,” Brena said. “It’s from the heat.”
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She set everything down on the ground, but we kept standing. I had to
squint to see.
“I’ll do it. You just watch.”
I didn’t want to do anything anyways. The cheese felt even colder now,
like it was air-conditioning inside and my hand got to live in there. I still
felt a little stinging but it was getting better.
She squatted down and opened up the case of eggs. She picked one up
and rapped it on the top edge of the pitcher. She pulled it in half and let
its insides drop onto the street. It didn’t sizzle; only oozed.
“Hmm,” she said. She cracked another—same effect. She didn’t even
blink. She just picked up the pitcher and poured a little of its contents on
the black and steaming ground.
“What’s that?” I said.
“For pancakes,” she said, and poured another blob.
“It’s lunchtime, though,” I said.
She turned around, still squatting, and glared at me. I didn’t say another
word. I watched the whitish tannish blobs of pancake matter sit there by
the eggs, all lopsided, all round. I felt the sweat drop down my back.
She stayed there, squatting, and unwrapped the paper packages. Both of
them were meat. She picked out strips of bacon and laid them just above
the eggs like eyebrows, then took two pieces of the ham and put them
right next to the pancakes.
“Is it working?” I said.
She picked a stick up from the gutter and poked it at the egg. It got all
goopy and when she pulled it back away, it took a clear string of the egg
goop with it.
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“I think it’s getting harder,” she said, and stayed there, squatting, staring
at the eggs. A bubble came out of a pancake and popped open at the
pancake’s top. Brena gasped. “You see that?” she said.
She whipped around to look at me, her braided ponytail flying with her,
and I had to squint to see her eyes. I scrunched my nose and shook my
head. She went back to poking at her stuff.
My hand was feeling hot again, and hurting. I looked down at the tub
I was holding at my stomach, and saw the cheese was getting soft. That
made my hand hurt even worse, somehow. I left it in there for a little
while longer, until the cheese had started melting really and I could grab
at it like shore-wet sand.
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